


The investigation has also brought significant scrutiny to the archaic system as a whole as 

it has some significant drawbacks.  The sirens can typically be heard 1-2 miles on average 

when operated in the right weather conditions.   Consequently, when activated at 4am on 

a clear night with little to no wind, the sound travels quite far, and will likely wake you 

from slumber if you are in close proximity to the siren.  This provides a false sense of 

security that is not reality. This is because during a severe weather event, there are high 

winds and precipitation which raises the ambient noise level and can greatly reduce the 

effective range of the sirens to just a ¼ mile.  When plotting the reduced range on a map, 

it is quite clear that there is not effective coverage for our City during a severe weather 

event when using this system. The limitations of the system don’t stop there.  When an 

alarm is sounded, its purpose is to warn people who are physically outside to immediately 

seek shelter due to localized tornadic activity.  They are not intended to be heard indoors. 

The sirens do not provide additional details such as the location, direction, or severity of 

the event.  It only acknowledges that an event is happening somewhere nearby.  

Residents must still obtain those details elsewhere.   

The upgrade costs to move to an encrypted activation signal are still being determined 

but are expected to be significant.  Additionally, if the City were to upgrade the system, 

the system should be expanded to reach those areas which have been added to our City 

since the system was created and currently would not hear the signal during severe 

weather.  The costs are predicted to be well in excess of $100K. 

Given the age, complexity, and significant shortfalls of this archaic system, it is not 

prudent to continue to invest in a system that was created before the advent of modern 

communication.  When these systems were relied upon, 24 hour weather and news 

channels did not exist.  NOAA (NATIONAL Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) 

weather radios can now be purchased for as little as $20-$30 which provide audible 

warning tones and detailed information about severe weather from inside your home.  

The vast majority of people now carry smart phones which are capable of receiving texts 

and alerts from weather applications that provide more accurate and detailed 

descriptions of severe weather events including radar mapping right in the palm of your 

hand.   

Given the shortfalls of the EWS and the advent of modern communication, the City will 

not invest in upgrading and will seek to decommission this obsolete system.  We 

encourage residents  to seek verified smart phone applications which provide NOAA 

(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration https://www.noaa.gov/weather), 

and/or NWS (National Weather Service https://www.weather.gov/), notifications and 

purchase NOAA  weather radios to remain informed about impending severe weather 

conditions. 

https://www.noaa.gov/weather?fbclid=IwAR0KP-R5uNeSucBioW5BizSzquM4opjLEIR3lvKbgO5lShoCh3vXzLe6qVQ
https://www.weather.gov/?fbclid=IwAR0hyGt-4cUlsFaqIAl6TLJkGzFALplbQ90NN8-m1Qhv7OVfYG2maHEoIOM


 

 

Map of the City of Harvard’s EWS System Siren locations and effective range. 


